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There are at least three different ways of varying the average stimulus 
information (u) in a sequence: (a) whcrc the stimuli, or alternatives, 
occur equiprobably and independently, one can vary the number (K) of 
different stimuli that are used; (b) where the number of alternatives is 
fixed, one can vary the absolute probabilities of occurrence 
stimuli, sMl allowing them to :xcur independently; finally, (c) where the 
number <A alternatives is fixed, and the stimuli oxur equiprobably, one- 
step sequential dependencies [i.e., p(i [ j) + ~(91 may be introduced in 
the construction of the sequences. In order to simplify the discussion, the 
latter calbe will be restricted to instances in which p(i ! j) - p(h ] k) (where 
i # j, a-ad h + k). It can be shown that H and the conditional probability 
of non-repetition [i.e., p(i 1 j, i# j), henceforth referred to by ‘p’] are 
usually confounded in (b) and necessarily confounded in all instances of 
(a), anal (c) where 0 < p < I /K. Hence, inferences based on experi- 
mental evidence from which this source of confounding has not been 
remove& and which imply that the increase in choice reaction time (RT) 
can be accounted for by *~h;e: increase in H, are tenuous at bzst. 

One &cresting property of varying H b;v means of procedure (c) 
above, is that within a given range of H and p, there exist pairs of 
different values of p which will generate pairs of sequences with iden- 
tical values of H within pairs. In principle, therefore, H and p may be 
experiil~~entally unconfounded by comparing the overall mean RT for 
sequeaces within such equi-information pairs, where one sequence has a 
higher ,p value than the other,. This is precisely the property which was 
exploited in the construction of the stimulus sequences for the serial 

_-- 
T&is is a briel summary of the talk svhich was presented at the Donders 
Centenary Symposium. The material is based on a paper entitled: ‘Sequential 
deterrnimu~ts of information processing in ;!erial and discrete choice reaction 
time,’ Psychol. Rev., 1969, in press. 
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eriments to be reported. 0th experiments consisted 
choice keyboard task. n the serial experiment, the stimuli 

were four neon li hts and the time between a response and the presen- 
tion of the next stimulus ( 43 interval) was 140 msec; in the di 

~rn~nt~ the stirn~~~~ we he digits one 
ximately three seconds, 

ble stimuli were 
rices that formed three equi-information 

which was unique with p -= 
hi 

there was one l:npa;red 

the Information ypothesis would lead one to expect 
is that with all other things being equal, a one-to-one correspondence 
would be obtained between transmitted information and the overall mean 
RT. The results for the equi-information pairs within each ex:~eriment 
indicated that the overall mean RT for the high-p sequence? was sig- 
nificantly longer than for the low-p sequences. Furthermore, the slope 
of the overall mean RT with respect to N for the set of high-p se- 
quences was signif ic ntly less than for the set of low-p seqtiellces. 
overall error rate was approximately constant across the eight sequences. 
It was, therefore, concluded that H was ncit necessary nor sufficient 
to account for ille data. 

After partitioning the data into repetitions d non-repetitions, it was 

found that the mean RTs for repetitions an on-repetitions were de- 
creasing linear functions (having no statistically significant non-linear 
component) of their respective conditional probabilities, with equal 
slopes in each experiment. The overall mean RT can, therefore, 
expressed as a parabolic function of p: 

it&=-p” [ - mk,(K2 - Kj1 +-p[(K-- 1) (bnr,k - br,k +2mk)] -mk+br,k 
(1 

where: 

RT = the overall mean reaction time 

P = the conditional probability of non-repetition p(i 1 j, i # j), 
i.e., the probability that stimulus (i) was presented on 
trial ut, given that a different stimulus was presented on 
trial (n-l) 

m = the slope with respect to p(i 1 j) of the RT for repetitions 
and non-repetitions 
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b, = the inte;:cept for repetitions 
i5 P&r - - the interept for non-repetitions 

ik, K = the number of alternatives. 

Xt is easy to calculate those values of p which are required to 
sequences with 11 va:iuies of two and three bits with eight alte 
and one and two bits with four alternatives. When these p vdues are 
subs&u&xi in eqtation 1, and if it is assumed that the overall n.ean RT 
is approximated by a linear function within a one bit range, then an 
estimate of the slope of the overall mean RT with respect to U can be 
cakulated for the four-choice, and the eight-choice ease. These sl 
are: 

for eight-choice: 0.286mn: -I- O.SOAb~ 
for four-choice: 0.403mk + OSSAb~ 

where: 
Abr, = b,,k -- b+ (i.e., the difference in the intercept for repetitions 

and non-repetitions, with k num*ber of alternatives). 

There is good evideilce to indicate that d & is an increasing function 
of K, even though it is difficult to ascertain what: effects, if any, K may 
have on m. As long as this increase in d b exceeds a minimum value, 
it is clear from equations 2 that the slope of the overall mean RT with 
respect to H will incaeaye with ths number of alternatives. This con- 
clusion is verified by \a.n examination of Hyman’s own two, four, and 
eight choice data (HYMRN, 1953), Thus the high correlations that have 
been reportal between IY and the overall mean RTs for conditions with 
different numbers of alternatives, appear to a fortuituous consequence of 
db b&g an increasing function of K, jointly with the highly restrict 
range i11 which N was allowed to vary for each vahte of K, 

Finally, it can be shown that the slope of the overall mean RT with 
re t to kl will increase either as a result of decre sing the S-R 
CompaGbility of the G&, or as a result of increasing tlhe number of 
alternatives; when thc;se two variables are varied jointly, their effect is 
multi ative, i.e., they interact as a consequence of the efffsCt that they 
each have on m and A 6. 

St., 1953. Stirnubs information as a determinant of reaction time. J. exp. 
Psychol. 45, 188-l%. 
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fated to the range of ,he values of the probability 
part of the ran e you have not; been ~o&kri~g, What 

ty of a repetition is high, for instance 99 %J ? 
lines you should be able to predict what is 

hich is close to either a simple reaction time or a 

the figure in which the overall mean reaction times 
the conditional probability for non-repetitions, you 
1 probability of non-repetitions equals zero, i.e. that 

the ~roba~ii~ty of repetitions is one (a simpk reaction time task), the intercept 
is 195 rnsec in a serial task, which corresponds closely to a simple visual reaction 
time. It is about msec in the discrete experjment, which is a bit high, but 

task is less co 


